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J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

Claimant,  Nawajit  Sarmah,  sustained  injuries  in  a  road  traffic 

accident  which  occurred  on  26.08.08,  involving  vehicle  bearing 

registration no.  AS-01/X-6665 which was insured with the OP No.  3, 

Oriental Insurance Co Ltd. 

According  to  the  claimant,  on  the  day  of  the  accident  he  was 

proceeding towards GNRC from Goreswar in his motorcycle and when he 

arrived  near  DTO,  the  offending  vehicle  bearing  registration  no.  AS-

01/X-6665 which was driven in a rash and negligent manner and in a 
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very  high  speed,  knocked  his  motorcycle,  as  a  result  of  which  he 

sustained grievous injury. 

The OP Nos. 1 & 2, owner and driver of the offending vehicle, did 

not contest the case despite service of notice and case proceeded ex-

parte against them.

The OP No. 3, insurer of the offending vehicle, denied most of the 

averments made by the claimant in the claim-petition and wanted strict 

proof. The company also disputed the age, income of the injured and 

declined to accept the liability if there was any violation of the terms and 

conditions of the policy or the driver did not have valid driving licence. 

The pertinent issues are as under :-

Whether the claimant sustained injuries due to rash and negligent 
driving of the driver of the offending vehicle and whether the claimant is 
entitled to receive any compensation ?

In order to prove the case, the claimant examined himself as PW-1 

and he also examined one eye-witness to the accident and produced a 

number of documents. The contesting opposite party did not examine 

any witness.

I have carefully perused the entire materials brought on record, 

heard the submissions made by the learned counsel appearing for the 

parties and decided the issues as under :-

DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF

Evidence of  the  claimant  is  that  his  motorcycle  was hit  by the 

offending vehicle bearing no. AS-01/X-6665 due to rash and negligent 

driving by the driver of the vehicle. According to him, the vehicle came 

from the opposite direction in a wrong lane and hit the motorcycle, as a 
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result of which he sustained grievous injury. His evidence is corroborated 

by PW-2, Sri Bolen Rajbongshi, who claims to have seen the accident 

and he also deposed that the vehicle bearing no.  AS-01/X-6665 was 

driven in a rash and negligent manner knocked the motorcycle of the 

claimant.  His  further  evidence is  that as a result  of  the accident the 

claimant sustained grievous injuries. In cross-examination nothing could 

be brought out to show that there was any other cause of accident or 

there  was contributory negligence.  Ex-1,  Accident  information report, 

reveals that the vehicle no. AS-01/X-6665 was involved in the accident 

and in this regard, Garchuk PS registered a case vide PS Case no. 70/08 

u/s 279/338 IPC. The oral  evidence of the claimant coupled with the 

documents filed by him and the evidence of eye-witness established that 

the  accident  took  place  due  to  sole  negligence  by  the  driver  of  the 

offending vehicle bearing no. AS-01/X-6665. That the said vehicle was 

duly insured with the Oriental Insurance Co Ltd, has not been disputed. 

 

Ex-2 is the discharge certificate of GNRC Hospital, shows that he 

was  admitted  on  26.08.08  and  was  discharged  on  04.09.08  and  he 

suffered from head injury, fracture angle of Rt mandible and undisplaced 

fracture  Rt  superior  pubic  ramus.  Obviously,  injuries  are  grievous  in 

nature.  The  claimant  produced  cash-memos  and  vouchers  for  Rs 

53,932/-, say Rs 54,000/- and he is entitled to this amount as pecuniary 

damages. Considering the facts that he was in GNRC Hospital for 8/9 

days and as such an amount of Rs 10,000/- is awarded for incidental 

expenses towards transportation,  spl  food,  nursing,  cost  of  attendant 

etc. The discharge certificate clearly reveals that he sustained grievous 

injury and as such an amount of Rs 20,000/- is awarded for pain and 

suffering as non-pecuniary damages. At the relevant time the claimant 

was an employee of GNRC Hospital. The claimant admitted that he was 

advised for bed rest for 6 weeks. But he has not filed any documents to 
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show  that  he  was  on  leave  for  6  weeks.  Considering  the  medical 

treatment documents filed by him, it is clear that he was on leave for a 

considerable period and leave must have been deducted from his leave 

account and as such for deduction of leave, an amount of Rs 10,000/- is 

awarded.  Thus, the total compensation comes to Rs 94,000/-.

A W A R D

Rs  94,000/-  (Rupees  ninety-four  thousand)  is  awarded  with 

interest  @  6%  p.a.  from  the  date  of  filing  the  claim  petition,  i.e. 

10.02.09,  till  payment.  The  OP  No.  3,  Oriental  Insurance  Co  Ltd,  is 

directed to pay the award within one month from the date of order.

Given under my hand & seal of this Court on this 19th day of July 

2013.

(Paran Kumar Phukan)
Member

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal 
Kamrup, Guwahati
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